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* why I warned to stay away from NY and London last night, this is type of rhetoric 

playing out.U.S. Strategic Command made an unexpected joke in a now-deleted Twitter 

post about American military might on Monday in its New Year's Eve message. Noting 

the "big" Times Square ball drop celebration at midnight, the unified command's account 

tweeted, "if ever needed, we are #ready to drop something much, much bigger." The joke 

was followed by a slickly produced video of stealth jets with the words "stealth, ready, 

and lethal" flashing across the screen. The tweet encouraged followers to "watch to the 

end!" If you do, you'll see two bombs released from a plane, followed by several massive 

explosions. The tweet was later deleted, and a subsequent tweet from the unified 

command's account said the first was "in poor taste & does not reflect our values. We 

apologize." 

 

Fed very early morning new years day tried to leverage ALL the cash on hand in all the 

USA banks to HSBC HK Claiming they own every penny every American has Due to 

some fed act of 1934, that was blocked by us. 

 

Pentagon sat up all night and was waiting to receive their normal new years black budget, 

even though it has not come in over 4 years. About 4am they gave up and went home.  

 

Mnuchin promised it would all be delivered by the first nothing happened, Except bugs 

Oops hackers, loads and loads of hackers, where would our show be if we couldn't fill 

our show up with hacking stories 

 

Fed was caught trying to install more backdoors this week into all banks and override 

systems, thanks for new lesson as that will now end also. 

 

Then the Fed stepped up again fresh from another abject failure, and in their wisdom 

issued notices to all banks that they have blacklisted the MWHtrust globally, stating no 

one or country is allowed to do business with The Manna World Holding Trust. Kim 

pondered briefly, laughed and then sent this to The Fed and all the banks. 

 

The Trust would like to remind the Fed as they are owned by The Trust, and that they are 

registered under the MWHT country code, they had subsequently blacklisted themselves 

also, so either they intended to blacklist themselves or simply forgot, or just not that 

clever or bright. Either way trust was removed from the blacklist that day. oh dear 

 

 So because they all failed again, they played lets crash the markets again, utter childish, 

down 660 pts again today, plus it is another stick to beat Trump with via portal people 

retards. 
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On new years day clowns again threatened Mr. Trump and he retreated to a safe location, 

this is becoming a more common occurrence than people realize, and I wish to make 

clear the following statement is mine only before the raft of mishearing people add other 

people into it or twist it. Repeat again for hard of hearing this is my opinion. At which 

point do the authorities in this country stand up not only for the people, but the President 

and this country they all avow to love and protect? It is not enough to sing Star Spangled 

Banner with a fist pumping your chest and a tear in your eye, i'm sorry but at this point it 

is all looking like acting and fakery. Your President and also your Commander in Chief 

for those with selective memories has been shot at with a missile fired from this soil, 

fired at in Scotland that killed his body guard who took the bullet, several other threats on 

his life and yet not one mention of it on portal people news, none, why is that? why has 

no one been arrested for threatening the president? why has no one been arrested for 

storming The Treasury building contrary to what Mr. Trump's requests were? Why are 

you allowing The Fed, Mnuchin, Hillary and many others to hijack this country and it's 

people, the country you confess to love so much? Why? Why do we have allegedly 60K 

sealed indictments and yet highly level treasonists traipse around the country unabated 

with their death and destruction mode, why? Why have various Democrats essentially 

threatened Trumps life with disgraceful and disparaging comments, which have been 

aired on portal people news, but have got unchallenged and unpunished. Given the 

veracity Mnuchin went to Trump with a portion of my show that was twisted into 

something it was clearly not, where is the same veracity? It matters not that some of you 

may dislike The President, your duty is to protect him and this country, but like the RV 

crew you failed. Call yourself a patriot? which is a cleverly disguised term for 

nationalism, which is fascism in its full glory, but lets overlook that shall we, you are not 

a real patriot in anyway shape or form, bad enough calling yourself a patriot to begin 

with, but a fake patriot is even worse, our story will paint a poor picture of all of you in 

the future when your demise comes, and it will. Quite frankly you are an embarrassment 

to your ancestors who went before you. You want to be a real patriot? march into the 

criminal harvesting bank known as The Federal Reserve, remove all the staff and close 

down that building for good, it is raped and pillaged the American people for long 

enough, their contract ran out in June 2012, finished, kapput, done and dusted, and yet 

you allow them to subvert American politics and increase interest rates to the people 

when they have no license to do so, utter shameful.  

 

BERGDAHL WAS RELEASED IN EXCHANGE FOR 5 TALIBAN GENERALS IN 

ORDER TO COVER UP THE OBAMA/HILLARY STINGER MISSILE SALES TO 

LIBYA. BENGHAZI AND THE MATCHING SERIAL NUMBERS So here's the REAL 

story: Ambassador Stevens was sent to Benghazi to secretly retrieve US made Stinger 

Missiles that the State Dept had supplied to Ansar al Sharia in Libya WITHOUT 

Congressional oversight or permission. Sec State Hillary Clinton had brokered the Libya 
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deal through Ambassador Stevens and a Private Arms Dealer named Marc Turi, but some 

of the shoulder fired Stinger Missiles ended up in Afghanistan where they were used 

against our own military. On July 25th, 2012, a US Chinook helicopter was downed by 

one of them. Not destroyed only because the idiot Taliban didn't arm the missile. The 

helicopter didn't explode, but it had to land and an ordnance team recovered the missile’s 

serial number which led back to a cache of Stinger Missiles kept in Qatar by the CIA. 

Obama and Hillary were in full panic mode, so Ambassador Stevens was sent to 

Benghazi to retrieve the rest of the Stinger Missiles. This was a "do-or-die" mission, 

which explains the Stand Down Orders given to multiple rescue teams during the siege of 

the US Embassy. It was the State Dept, NOT the CIA, that supplied the Stinger Missiles 

to our sworn enemies because Gen. Petraeus at CIA would not approve supplying the 

deadly missiles due to their potential use against commercial aircraft. So then, Obama 

threw Gen. Petraeus under the bus when he refused to testify in support of Obama’s 

phony claim of a “spontaneous uprising caused by a YouTube video that insulted 

Muslims.” Obama and Hillary committed TREASON! THIS is what the investigation is 

all about, WHY she had a Private Server, (in order to delete the digital evidence), and 

WHY Obama, two weeks after the attack, told the UN that the attack was the result of the 

YouTube video, even though everyone KNEW it was not. Furthermore, the Taliban knew 

that the administration had aided and abetted the enemy WITHOUT Congressional 

oversight or permission, so they began pressuring (blackmailing) the Obama 

Administration to release five Taliban generals being held at Guantanamo. Bowe 

Bergdahl was just a useful pawn used to cover the release of the Taliban generals. 

Everyone knew Bergdahl was a traitor but Obama used Bergdahl’s exchange for the five 

Taliban generals to cover that Obama was being coerced by the Taliban about the 

unauthorized Stinger Missile deal. So we have a traitor as POTUS that is not only 

corrupt, but compromised, as well and a Sec of State that is a serial liar, who perjured 

herself multiple times at the Congressional Hearings on Benghazi. Perhaps this is why no 

military aircraft were called upon for help in Benghazi: because the administration knew 

that our enemies had Stinger Missiles that, if used to down those planes, would likely be 

traced back to the CIA cache in Qatar and then to the State Dept’s illegitimate arms deal 

in Libya. 

 

*so the shutdown rolls on because of $5B for the wall according to the portal people, is it 

not indicative of a far larger issue for those who are capable of thinking for themselves, 

why would you shut down whole govt if you are a democrat over a $5B bill, these are the 

same people who just handed over $700B to the military with no questions asked, here 

have $700B of the publics money to blow lesser countries into oblivion, does no one 

question why they have never attacked Russia or China? according to portal people they 

are all baddies, no they attacked iraq for oil and afghanistan for drugs and neither country 

had any planes to fight back, which is why they have never attacked Iran as well, or 

N.Korea for that matter, do people not question those incidents? Clearly the Dems have 
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lost the plot over such a pittance in terms of the budget, and so clearly there is another 

agenda here, is there not? yes agenda is hijacking the country, it's people and it's 

economy. They may well blame Trump for his stance on the wall, but it is their agenda 

carefully hidden by the portal people, that has now put many people out of a job. I wish 

you were that stringent budget wise during the 8 years of Obama, but debt went from 

around $8T to $19T, that is an $11T increase in debt, but what did the people receive for 

that increase in spending? jackshit, but now you want to penny pinch over $5B, well that 

is how it is presented to the gullible public. 

 

*I posted confirmation on mewe chat this week of evidence of the 4 year loop stories are 

still ongoing and being propigated by major media organizations, this one was the BBC it 

said Jews forced from guatamala village dated August 30th 2014, how is that relevant 

now? clearly it's not, but this is a classic agency tactic and quite often they use the jewish 

narrative to garner divisive discourse, but it is also a tactic to garner data on who is being 

anti jewish in comments, it is a profiling tactic.  

 

Some people have written in and complained recently over some aspects of the show, and 

my dismissive attitude and described as arrogant attitude regarding the RV, and in 

particular towards those who bought them, none of those mentions have specifically 

mentioned the people who bought dinars, zims, dongs to my knowledge anyway, and is 

everything to do with the clowns who are selling it to gullible people and taking 

advantage of them, for those who clearly misunderstood what I have said ALL references 

to RV clowns are to the Chinese Elders/Rothtillians/Dragon groups and either agency 

paid alt media goons or badly misled alt media people all leading the public astray. I have 

discussed several times with Kim about how it could be a possibility of getting the 

average people who bought them some of their money back, so clearly that is not 

dismissing those people. This has become a common theme recently with profiled people 

throwing mud and totally misrepresenting what is being stated in the shows, it is that 

common now, I perceive it as an agenda to drive a wedge. But to make things crystal 

clear of my stance is against people who promote and sell, not those who bought into the 

Rv, for those who promoted and sold those currencies my opinion of then is one of utter 

contempt, they have been given the knowledge by several people outside of this group 

never mind inside it, even one of the main promoters of the RV has told them they went 

down the wrong path, but these people continue with tomorrow and tomorrow. We have 

explained in great detail that this RV nonsense is holding up the whole world, holding us 

hostage from moving forward and that deserves much deriding for the people that still 

promote that rubbish. For the record I have every empathy with people who bought into 

all the varying internet scams, there have been many, far too many, so I hope that finally 

clears up any of those who genuinely misunderstood what I was saying, to those that use 

it for agendas, failed again. 
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With the IMF pushing 134 countries into scrapping their currencies, hmm does that not 

mean in and of itself the RV which was a currency revaluation will now take place? Their 

latest following the failed TRN and USN by the federal reserve is for the world to go 

crypto, again so much for the people who were pushing crypto under the guise it is 

getting around the cabal, I wish that were true, but like BRIC's it was all an illusion, 

BRICS was set up by Rockerfeller and Rothschilds families, notice BRICS did not 

involve America, UK, France and Germany? because it was a full scale transfer of the 

wealth from west to east is why. Cryptos are fresh air tokens on a computer that you have 

no control over, and people think that is valid or ok? Is this not the Orwell world we were 

warned about 30 years ago? like the people who gave up guns they all got slaughtered as 

dissidents and other trumped up crimes, people with guns have a measure of control, 

people with cash likewise, they know that and why they are trying to remove it. A 

cashless society is a great idea, but not whilst we have psychopathic families running 

around the world thinking they own everything, when in reality they own jack. Just think 

about it for one second if you are a supporter of cryptos and have learned how the cabal 

and money people operate, you work all week and you get tokens on a computer or 

phone, you post a message on social media criticizing the govt, at that point it would be 

more resembling a fascist dictatorship, and they decide that is a criminal offense and they 

delete your online wallet, don't think they would do that? try telling that to the American 

people during the great depression, where they denied people access to banks, or made an 

EO making it illegal to own gold and silver and everyone had to hand it in, or the people 

of Argentina, venezuela now, Greece and Cyprus recently, and you still think they 

wouldn't operate in that manner? Come on people we have to think, we don't need stupid 

people marching into an Orwellian VR world with your hard earned money and you get 

tokens like you are in some giant fairground, because if you do, enjoy the rides people, it 

will be your last.  

 

David Rothschild, ultra-liberal sion of the wealthiest jewish banking dynasty in the 

world, has gone on a profane Twitter rant against President Donald Trump who dared to 

criticize their Federal Reserve Bank, one of the main sources of the Rothschild’s ill-

gotten wealth: Trump, the only problem with our economy is The Fed, they dont 

understand necessary trade wars, a strong dollar or even Democrat shut downs over 

borders. David Rothschilds response? shut the fuck up, seriously, everytime the President 

talks about the fed, the market tumbles. He needs the market to stabilize to save what is 

left of his presidency. He is so fucking stupid he cant even manage, just shutting the fuck 

up and doing nothing. Seems the Rothtillians are getting a tad pissy, oh my, Roths are 

losing control of The Fed and are blaming Trump haha too funny. David, you and your 

scumbag family were offered a more than generous deal to step down from your self 

titled elitist perch, but told us to go and F ourselves, we carried on without you, and didn't 

or don't really need you and your ilk, but the deal was made to speed things up to help the 

public, but you see these people are not interested in the public, never have been, he 
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David like Jared Rand and Corp have never ever been interested in the public, now they 

have lost access to The Trust and all the wealth is being returned to rightful owners, the 

people of the world, suddenly these parasites profess themselves to be humanitarian, 

question remains why weren't you all humanitarian when you were looting or had access 

to the trust? answers on a quark sized piece of paper. So, please David shut your pie hole 

with your opinions, like yourself they are of low vibration, as a member of the one family 

who carries more reptillian DNA than any other, it's kind of fitting, low vibration, when 

you become more human, we will debate you again, until then pipe down laddy. 

 

*So, the dems have control of the house and installed the pea shooter is a gateway gun in 

as their leader and speaker of the house, and they have pinned their hopes on someone 

who is clearly one sandwich short of a picnic, good luck with that. Predictably today she 

led with quotes of possible impeachment of Mr. Trump based on erronous information all 

concocted by a paid for report that involved the blue dragon group in the UK known as 

the Steele report, all paid for by Ann and her criminal cohorts, of which there is several 

within her own parties, plus a few snakes in the Republican party, that will become more 

prevalent in the coming weeks and months, yes you Pence being one of them. But Pelosi 

appears to be unable to count as well as her lack of insight displayed publically on each 

interview she does, and yet people in CA voted for this woman, it defies belief their lack 

of insight and inability to see through the illusion, but then Hollywood is an illusion, to 

impeach a President you need 2/3's of the vote and despite various other election frauds 

committed by Ann and others, you can't manipulate that election. 

 

Krokodil's, medical name is desomorphine and is created by mixing codeine with 

gasoline, paint thinner, hydrochloric acid, iodine and red phosphorous. There are 

reportedly nearly three million users in Russia and the epidemic began in Siberia and the 

Russian Far East. The drug causes flesh to rot from the inside out and the addict's skin 

becomes scaly, like a crocodile's, hence the name. Blood vessels burst and the 

surrounding tissue dies. Gangrene and amputations are a common result and sometimes 

bone can be exposed. The drug high lasts around an hour and a half. It is three times 

cheaper to produce than heroin. From the point when an addict first takes the deadly 

drug, their life expectancy drops to just over two years, doctors estimate. Krodile users 

who inject the substence can suffer horrifying symptoms such as their blood vessels 

bursting and their skin turning green and rotting away around the infected area. The drug 

has been avaliable for around the last decade, branded as a cheap alternative to heroin, 

users are able to make it at home for a tenth of the cost.  

 

Georgia police officer dies three weeks after he was shot in the face, becoming the 145th 

cop to die in the line of duty this year, up from 129 in 2017, number of police killing 

civilians this year 987. So as a cop your 7 times more likely to kill than be killed. 
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1. We use the names United States of America (capital letters) and America, are they the 

same thing? Yes 55% No 45% 2. Is the Federal Reserve part of the government? Yes 

74% No 26% 3. Do we have a government constitution? Yes 79% No 21% 4. Is income 

tax voluntary? Yes 22% No 78% 5. Does America have a currency? Yes 86% No 14% 6. 

Is your birth certificate traded on the NY Stock exchange? Yes 11% No 89% This really 

freaked people out. This is the question most people ask about. 7. Does America have a 

government? Yes 84% No 16% 8. Do your income taxes go to the American 

government? Yes 80% No 20% 9. Does the government work for the people or 

corporations? People 23% Corporation 77% Here we are in 2019 now and the internet 

been going 20+ years and we have these staggeringly knowledge lacking answers of 

people born in this country, knowing so little about it, it beggars belief and shows how far 

behind they are in terms of basic knowledge, never mind the groundbreaking shows we 

have done on telling real history of Russia, India and many other countries, the factions, 

the control system, the et stuff and various other topics. Time for some teaching not 

educating is badly required. 

 

*The distinction between the past present and the future is only a stubborn persistent 

illusion. 

 

  

 

Well having completed the year review in 4 parts this past week, from all accounts people 

in general loved them and were a bit surprised at how far we have come, how much was 

done or achieved. So much was packed into last year todays show was kind of difficult to 

write up enough this week, but that will change again this year as other avenues will open 

up to us and more knowledge revealed. For the first time since I started doing radio 

shows in July 2013 I was invited to go on a show that was not connected to CV or THI, 

kind of staggering really given the information I have put out and retain, but perhaps that 

show this week will turn out to be the first of many this year, as more people are moving 

away from the pre 2014 knowledge base and into the now. New members will have a lot 

of catching up to do as they come from various groups promoting something else is going 

to save them, be it the RV, ET's, Blue Avians, Trump or some other divine intervention, 

you will not here that here, despite my connection with Manna World Holding Trust, we 

save us and that is that, no ifs or buts or maybe, we have to save us, we've only got one 

chance, and with a steady and increasing influx to our group and others, we will have 

sufficient to prevail. So thanks to Jim at Groundcrew Command for having us on, 

feedback was overwhelming wow Jim told me after the show, and it is expected I will be 

called back on their show again. Alan from OYM mentioned he is also being bombarded 

with requests for info on THI and MWHT since our show with them and Randy just 

before Xmas, Alan is performing a great role as the THI secretary and is sending me an 

invoice for secretarial services this week he said. This is what it is about supporting each 
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other, and whilst I get some flak for outing certain ones in alt media not doing the right 

thing, either promoting scams, promoting fear porn, promoting agency scripts or covens, 

I do wish all of those this year drop that bs'ery and come and join us, there is enough 

room for us all to have input providing it is not agenda driven. I would love to see 

Wilcock and Corey call out the scripts they were reading and come out with the real 

truth, would love all those who still promote the RV to quit and get behind The Trust, and 

love the program members to realize they have been fed bs like Shane told them all they 

had, and come and have some real input into improving all our lives. Service to self 

people will be like police or ambulance sirens this year and going forward, they will stick 

out like a sore thumb, please stop that and rebalance with a measure of service to others. 

The Olive branch we extended from the one Randy and I sent to Corey, to all those 

people mentioned between this show and Randy's, step down, tell the truth to your 

followers and step up, come join us and lets all ride The Truth and Trust train. 

 

 

 

 


